
City of Colton Improves Customer 
Service with Itron AMR Solutions 
 

Background 
Located 55 miles east of Los Angeles, California, in the heart of the fast growing Inland Empire, 
Colton Public Utilities has provided power to customers for more than 100 years. A member of the 
Southern California Public Power Authority (SCPPA), Colton provides 86 MW of peak load to 
19,000 residential and C&I customers through their generation source at Agua Mansa Power Plant 
and additional SCPPA resources. The electric utility's mission is to build a partnership with the 
community based upon loyalty and trust. Their highest priority is meeting the needs of their 
customers while making the community a better place to live and work. 
 

Challenge 
Aging electromechanical meters and manual meter reading were rapidly overwhelming the utility’s 
ability to keep pace with growth, an aging workforce and the challenges of the California energy 
market. Conservation and peak load management, increased operational efficiency and a 
commitment to high levels of customer satisfaction pushed Colton Public Utilities towards finding 
a metering solution that could collect energy usage data efficiently and accurately and then easily 
transfer that data to their billing system.  
 
“We are a customer focused operation and our business is driven by how we can best meet the 
needs of the citizens we service," said Ray Hazelton, Metering Technician for the Colton Public 
Utilities Department. “We were spending way too much money in getting data and plugging that 
data back into the billing system. We wanted to find an expandable solution that could rapidly and 
accurately gather data from our residential and C&I customers.” 
 
Since they were already using Itron MV-RS data collection software, the Colton began researching 
the benefits of Itron’s other metering solutions such as solid-state metering, radio-based endpoint 
technology and advanced automated meter reading (AMR) solutions. Their primary objective was 
to find a user-friendly data collection solution that meter readers could use to get meter data into 
the billing system quickly and efficiently. They focused on ease-of-use and accuracy so they could 
see a quick return on their investment in both increased operational efficiency and improved 
customer service. 
 
The City of Colton decided to purchase Itron solid-state CENTRON® electricity meters for their 
residential and light commercial customers to satisfy all of their business drivers and meet their 
customer service demands. To achieve their meter reading and billing efficiency objectives, Colton 
also selected Itron radio-based FC200R handheld computers for use with Itron MV-RS software. 
For their roughly 45 heavy industrial customers, they opted for Itron SENTINEL electricity meters 
with wireless Trilliant communications technology.  
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As part of their decision process, Colton performed a price structure comparison that placed Itron 
against other vendors. While Itron was competitive on cost, the major factor in Colton’s decision 
was the guaranteed quality support from the Itron sales and service teams. 
 

“With only one meter technician who deals mostly with commercial accounts, 
receiving quality support from our vendor was critical to our success to keep up 

with 20,000 customers. Itron was the key to our solution.”  

— Ray Hazelton, Metering Technician, Colton Public Utilities 

 
The first step required the City of Colton to begin the upgrade from electromechanical to solid-state 
technology. “We chose a slow deployment strategy to move from electromechanical in the August 
of 2001 and work our way to equipping the city with all solid-state meters,” Hazelton said. “500 
meters per year was an aggressive strategy for us because we did not have the resources to support 
a more rapid change-out.”  
 

Benefits 
Despite the phased deployment, Colton has already seen a return on their investment. Itron 
handhelds combined with the radio-based, solid-state meters proved accurate and easy to use. Each 
meter reader can read at least 1000 meters each day compared to their previous 400 reads per day. 
Reduced maintenance costs and improved operational efficiency in the office and out in the field 
have allowed Colton to shift 25 percent of its workforce into other areas, including the installation 
of new solid-state meters. “Our employees are excited about the changes we’re making,” said 
Anthony Siegfried, superintendent for the Colton Electric Utility. “This has allowed us to redefine 
their roles as field service representatives. Now they can do turn-ons and turn-offs and meter 
change-outs. It’s given us more opportunities to learn and grow. It’s good for us and good for 
them.”  
 
Recently, the City of Colton received 106 beta versions of the CENTRON High Power 16S.  “We 
are ecstatic about them. We have an aging fleet of old mechanical light commercial meters and 
Itron’s product line answers the demands of two target areas where our light commercial businesses 
are clustered together. So we have taken these targeted areas, changed those meters out, and now 
our readers just drive by and get the read.  These two light commercial areas have experienced a 
50-60 percent increase in time-savings that was being lost on this one route,” Hazelton said. 
 

Future Plans 
Colton is currently working on a proposal to increase the number of solid-state CENTRONs they 
are able to change out annually. Their long-term goal is to complete their change-out of old 
electromechanical meters in less than seven years.  
 
By targeting hard-to-read and hard-to-access areas, Colton hopes to continue to cut down on route 
times so they can read the entire city in a 48-hour timeframe. “The Itron solution has dissolved 
most of our excessive billing expenses and proved to be the key to strengthening our customer 
service,” Hazelton said. 
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